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Motivate.
Repeat.

“Excellence is the result
of consistently doing the
right things at the right
time, not merely a rank
to be achieved at the
ﬁnal exam.”
~ Prof. R. D. Shukla

Be mentally and physically
prepared to excel.
IIT-JEE is one of the most challenging entrance examinations
not just in India, but across the world. The only way to
successfully crack this examination is to follow an effective
study strategy and be under the guidance of the right
coaching institute that will train you for this challenge.

For the preparation of IIT-JEE, the approach of
most parents and students is like a sprint - a
short quick race. They hear about the challenges
of clearing the IIT-JEE, about the national level
competition, about the limited seats and come to
us all ﬁred up to excel.

As a teacher having coached thousands of
students to top scores, and as the founder of one
of Mumbai's and now, Kanpur’s leading coaching
institute for competitive entrances, let me inform
you that the IIT-JEE is a marathon. The challenge
lies not just in achieving the scores but more
importantly, in doing what needs to be done
when you are on this journey.

Prof. R D Shukla,
Founder, Kalrashukla Classes
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About Kalrashukla Classes

K

alrashukla Classes is a coaching institute dedicated to
helping young engineering and medical aspirants build a
solid foundation for excellence from the early years. Our
objective is to work with our students to deliver top scores at
the various competitive entrances.
We believe when students are preparing for the
competitive entrances, they must not be
distracted by any unrelated activities in their
environment. As an institute, we believe the right
teaching and assessment methods, committed
teachers and well planned infrastructure goes a
long way in helping students study better and
improve their scores.

This brochure outlines the various courses
offered for IIT-JEE appearing students at our
institute, with brief guidelines on what is required
of the students when he / she enrolls with us.

We believe right teaching
methods, committed teachers
and well planned Test Series go
a long way in helping students
achieve their best scores.
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Our Courses at a glance
Sure Success
Batch
Two Year for Std. X
to Std. XI moving
students aiming to
pursue IIT-JEE
Advanced

Integrated

This course has been designed
especially for high performers,
to provide them more contact
hours, more quizzes for IIT-JEE
preparation.

Classes will be conducted daily,
with a focus on improving scores
and ensuring minimal errors
occur. This intensive course is
ideal for top ranking students.

Two Year courses
for students moving
to Std. XI, aiming to
pursue IIT-JEE
Advanced

NonIntegrated

This program is offered as a
Regular and a Weekend course.
It helps students understand
the scope of the competitive
exams that they are appearing
for, focus on key subject
concepts and build on them
extensively

Comprehensive, with topics
discussed in great detail in class,
followed by numerous problem /
question solving sessions in
class and through assignments.
It is the ideal course for students
looking to build fundamentals
and attempt the IIT-JEE for the
ﬁrst time

One Year course
for students moving
to Std. XII, aiming
to pursue IIT-JEE
Advanced

NonIntegrated

This one focuses on the IIT-JEE
Std. XII syllabus, with extensive
attention paid to revision of
Std. XI topics with practice
sessions

Focussed, intensive course with
focus on key topics. This course
moves at a fast pace and is
meant for students with strong
fundamentals in core subjects

Rank Improvement
Batch
for Std. XII Pass
students, aiming to
pursue IIT-JEE
Advanced.

NonIntegrated

Designed for those students
looking to improve their rank at
IIT-JEE and get into the stream
of their choice next year.

It builds on students' basic
knowledge acquired during the
ﬁrst attempt, by assessing weak
areas of performance and
strengthening those. The
objective is to work closely and
intensively with the student to
facilitate considerable rank
improvement.

Foundation
Courses
IX & X + MAT
OLYMPIAD, RMO,
KVPY, HBBVS,
NSTSE, MTSE,
NTSE

NonIntegrated

Aimed at Std. VIII, IX, X
students who plan to pursue
careers in engineering and
medicine, and are looking to
build strong fundamentals

Conceptual understanding, key
theories, detailed study of
important topics from the
entrance exam perspective is the
focus of these exams
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JEE (ADVANCED) 2016

JEE (MAIN) 2016

Students who
joined various IITs

86 Selections
in our 2nd year of JEE coaching

Ankit Kumar
IIT-BOMBAY

Karthik Suresh
IIT-BOMBAY

Suyash Singh
IIT-ROORKEE

Shivam Sachan
IIT-ROORKEE

Mechanical

Metallurgy

Chemical

Chemical

Ashutosh Agarwal
IIT-DHARWAD

Vibhor Shukla
IIT-DHANBAD

Shubham Singh
IIT-DHANBAD

Saumya Choudhary
IIT-DHANBAD

Electrical

Electrical

Civil

Electronics &
Communication

Mayank Verma
IIT-DHANBAD

Ayush Shukla
IIT-BHU

Chinmay Mishra
IIT-BHU

Kushagra Sharma
IIT-BHU

Civil

Bio Chemical
(dual Degree)

Pharmaceutical

Electronics

Prashant Singh
IIT-BHU

Mayank Sharma
IIT-BHILAI

Pharmaceutical

Electrical

Kushagra Sharma

Vibhor Shukla

Shubham Singh

Vikas Pandey

Umang

202

193

189

187

182

179

174

Shreya Verma

Nikhil Gupta

Ayush Shukla

Rishu Trivedi

Prakhar Seth

Ishpreet Kaur

Shivam Sachan

171

168

166

164

158

155

155

Chinmay Mishra

Mayank Sharma

Anubhav Kashyap

Ritik Dwivedi

Vivek Kumar Jha

153

152

149

148

147

145

144

Archit Agarwal

Arpit Tiwari

Mayank Verma

Sanket Jayas

Kanupriya Verma

138

138

136

135

134

Abhishek Sahu

Prateesh Sharma

Rishabh Mishra

Rajat Yadav

Rashi Dixit

Saksham Tiwari

130

126

124

123

123

122

Ashutosh Agarwal

Kanwaldeep Singh

Viyom Gupta

Yogesh Mishra

132

Suyash Singh

Saumya Chaudhry

131

... and many more!

Ankit Mishra

121

... and many more!
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JEE (ADVANCED) 2015

JEE (MAIN) 2015

22 students
qualiﬁed!

47 Selections
out of 98 students!

2

2

ND IN

KANPUR
HARSHIT AWASTHI

1

ST AMONGST GIRLS

AIR 208

IN KANPUR
AYUSHI TRIPATHI

ND IN

AYUSHI TRIPATHI

KANPUR

281

AIR 1149

Pranjal Sharma

Abhas Bajpai

Niskarsh Kumar

Aditya Chawla

Mohit Khare

Tanmay Rastogi

Kushagra Sharma

Niskarsh Kumar

Pranjal Sharma

Harshit Awasthi

Shubham Mishra

Abhas Bajpai

Kushagra Sharma

Arnav Kumar Novil

253

220

218

187

177

164

156

246

246

235

201

195

185

182

Mayank Nigam

Monish Ahmad

Shubham Mishra

Suraj Tiwari

Dileep Agrahari

Prabhat Singh

Arnav Novil

Nikhil Bhasin

Siddhartha Agarwal

Monish Ahmad

Dileep Agrahari

Raghav Bhasin

Gaurav Mishra

Ayush Agnihotri

155

150

148

141

139

138

135

171

169

166

158

156

154

146

Nikhil Bhasin

Neeraj Yadav

Raghav Bhasin

Aman Patel

Swapnesh Azad

Gaurav Singh

Kunal Pratap Singh

Bilal Shafi

Akansha Nigam

Prabhat Singh

Deepali Prajapati

Priyank Agarwal

Akanksha Gautam

131

130

124

115

74

64

144

139

136

136

134

134

132

Neeraj Yadav

Mayank Nigam

Saurabh Singh

Suraj Tiwari

Ujjwal Shukla

Sakshi Priya

Kushagra Maheshwari

130

129

126

126

125

120

118
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General information

A

t Kalrashukla, we request the support of parents and students in
discipline, structure and punctuality to create the right
environment for the students’ success.

Our Facilities




All our centres are self-owned and self-





franchise model.

and assessments. Parents are informed about
their ward's progress and test marks via

Our exclusive, to the point study material is

telephone, emails or SMSes.


Attendance is compulsory for all periods.

Framework). No other reference books, except

Parents must ensure the child's regularity in

Board text books are required.

attendance to get the most out of this course.

Regular PTMs are conducted where parents and



Discipline: Disorderly conduct or non-

students can collect the progress reports, and

compliance with rules and regulations of the

interact with teachers and staff. Parents are

institute will disqualify the student from further

welcome to interact with our staff / teachers at

attendance, solely at the cost and risk of the

other times also, with prior appointment.

student's own future.





Office timings: 8.30 am to 8.30 pm (all days)



of teaching at the school. We would like to reassure
parents that all topics will be adequately covered in
due course of time.
Monitoring of Students


In addition to the efforts taken by our teachers,
the student's success at the three exams: Std.
XII Boards, JEE Main and IIT-JEE Advanced -

'Kalrashukla Classes Pvt. Ltd.' For the other

Disclaimer clause.

The student must come personally accom-



teaching, he has the option of disclaiming his
admission within a fortnight of the start of the
course; Full fees, minus the total service tax will

Order / RTGS / NEFT / Paytm and online bank

be refunded on receipt of a written request

transfer.

signed by the student's parent / guardian.

It is compulsory to submit all PDCs during



a student should have attended all the lectures

in installments.

for at least the first 2 weeks of the course after
joining the course according to the timetable of

Admission form will not be accepted without

Parents will be given an acknowledgment slip

his / her batch.


Those students who fail to pay subsequent
installments by the due dates will have their

Note : We do not accept online registrations.

admission declared null and void, and the

applicable only once within fifteen days from the
start of the course.
For students who fail in Std. XI


Management does not take responsibility of

1. Two recent passport size unattested colour

reminding parents / students about ensuing

2. Original hall ticket of Std. X board exam



A student detained in Std. XI can opt out of
further coaching by presenting a certified copy
of his Std. XI marksheet within 7 days of the
declaration of results, whereby only 30% of the

monies paid earlier will be forfeited. The
Documents to be submitted for admission

Students can disclaim admission only in the first
year of admission; the Disclaimer Clause is

Parents may pay for a few or all installments by

panied by one of the parents for admission.

photographs of the student.

To take advantage of Disclaimer Clause,

admission, when the payment is being done

2 days prior to the due date of installment.


If a student is dissatisfied with the quality of

Preferred mode of payment: Cheque / Pay

cash, provided that the payment is done at least

Admission procedure


All payments must be made in the Centre office.

Disclaimer Clause for all Courses

fees paid would be refunded by cheque, less
the total Service Tax.

payment of subsequent installments.

For students who fail in Std. X

In case installment cheques are dishonoured,



There is a rare possibility of a student who has

parents will have to pay applicable bank

joined our classes, failing in Std. X exams. In

charges for every default. If the installment

such a case, the first installment of fees paid will

cheques of a student are dishonoured more

not be refunded while all the remaining PDCs

the class hours, from the beginning to ensure

than once, parents will have to make the full

(2nd installment onwards) will be returned

top scores at the end. IIT-JEE Advanced is one

outstanding payment immediately. Install-

against the submission of marksheet and a

ment facility will no longer be available.

letter of request.

depends equally on his / her own efforts.
Students and parents are advised to ensure a
strict routine of self study and practice beyond

12

college, change of stream, etc.) except under

with the details of all PDCs submitted.

Admissions

Handling the Syllabus
The pace of our teaching may differ from the pace

/ Demand Draft / Pay Order / in the name of

all PDCs.




change of residence, transfers, change of

Timings: 8.30 am – 8.30 pm on all days.


There is no refund of fees under any
circumstances (including change of plans,

office at time of admission.

and progress is monitored through regular tests



admission, can be paid by Cash / Local Cheque

entrances : success here is impossible without

Performance monitoring: Student's performance

Refund of Fees

The first installment, payable at the time of

installments, PDCs must be deposited with the



prepared by well qualified, experienced team of



Fees can be paid in lumpsum or in installments.

of the most difficult national level competitive

Kalrashukla Classes does not operate on the

professors based on NCF (National Curriculum



consistent practice and hard work.

managed to ensure high quality standards of
coaching, discipline and performance.

Payment of Fees

/ school ID card for identification.
3. A photocopy of the original marksheet,
after the results are declared.
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Kalrashukla Classes does not operate on the

professors based on NCF (National Curriculum



consistent practice and hard work.

managed to ensure high quality standards of
coaching, discipline and performance.

Payment of Fees

/ school ID card for identification.
3. A photocopy of the original marksheet,
after the results are declared.
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Our 5 step
success formula.
Teach.

CENTRES IN : MUMBAI | PUNE | KANPUR | PATNA | BARAMATI

Assess.

KANPUR STUDY CENTERS

Coach.

SOUTH KANPUR: 127/275, U – Block Nirala Nagar, Near Bank of Baroda, Kanpur 208 014. Tel. 979555 2266
KAKADEO: 117/N/252 Shri Parshva Building, Raniganj, Kakadeo, Kanpur 208 025 T el: 808080 7041
Helpline : 76 17 800 800 www.kalrashukla.com email : contact@kalrashukla.com
HEAD OFFICE - Kalrashukla House, Plot No. 229 A, Nariman Rd., V ile Parle (E), Mumbai 400057; Tel : 022 26180134.

sourcegraphix.net / 03072017

CIVIL LINES: Sai Tower, 3rd- 4th Flr., Bharghava Est., Nr. Income Tax Off., Civil Lines, Kanpur 208 001. Tel. 808080 7051

Motivate.
Repeat.

